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there are five different types of items. they are: weapon, medicine, item, special weapon, and
special medicine. weapons can be used to attack enemies. the five types of medicine are: stimulant,
medicine, potent, and gift. special weapons can only be used if the player has obtained the weapon.

gift can only be used if the player has obtained the medicine. a special mode of play allows the
player to change the difficulty level. the game also has an item option which allows the player to

alter the items obtained in the game. this option can be used to change the number of items that a
player obtains in a level. players can also use this option to change the range that the player can

move. the yakyuken special es un curioso juego no oficial lanzado originalmente para la sega saturn
y. download yakyuken special playstation 1 isol. yakyuken special playstation 1 isol. yakyuken

special emulators are nowadays very popular among users. emulators are used to play games on
their pcs which are not available in stores. emulators are good and cheap alternatives to the game

consoles and are developed to play the latest games on your pc. yakyuken special is one such
emulator that allows you to play games on your pc by converting them into an iso. below, we will

show you how to convert your games into an iso and play them using yakyuken special. you will get
to know about the steps of installing yakyuken special on your pc. there are several available

features in this game and the most popular feature is a launch pad which is used to return any
game. if you want to get yakyuken special ps1 game, you can download it from our website. we have

different methods to download this game and you can choose the way that you want to download
the game. we have an option to download yakyuken special ps1 game in digital or physical form and

it is also available in torrent and direct download.
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